SIMULATED SMALL ARMS
& CREW-SERVED WEAPONS
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FEATURES

OPTIONS

Laser Shot’s in-house team of firearm engineers has created
simulated dry-fire and recoil versions of countless small arms and
are constantly adding more models to the available collection.

* Reliable through countless shots

Laser Shot’s team of
firearm specialists are
capable of converting
virtually any firearm into a
simulated dry-fire or recoil
weapon. Some of the most
common weapons, beyond
those shown above, include
but are not limited to:

Dry-Fire weapons emit a visible or infrared laser when the trigger is
pressed. Recoil weapons cycle the bolt through CO 2 or compressed
air via refillable barrel reservoirs for tetherless weapons or air
compressor systems for crew-served models. Laser Shot’s recoil
weapons are built around real weapon components, such as triggers
or feed tray covers, but are modified and stamped “not a firearm”. 
Laser Shot was the first to utilize barrel reservoir technology instead
of magazine reservoirs for many reasons. Not only can a barrel
reservoir fire a complete combat load without refilling, but simulated
magazine reloads become more realistic (and less maintenanceprone) without the air seal between the magazine and the weapon

M4 RECOIL

SIM870

* Familiar ergonomics and assembly
* Moving action
* Milspec durability
* IR or visible laser
* Compatible with issued accessories
Functions with real firearm
components, such as a striker
(SIM17/SIM18) to provide true-tolife trigger:
* Weight

* Break

* Take-up

* Reset

SIM7

* Glock 17

* M249

* Glock 19

* M320

* M110

* M870

* M1911

* M9

M4R SIM870 SIM7

CREW-SERVED WEAPONS
Laser Shot manufactures high fidelity crew-served simulated
weapons that can be added to a simulator package for marksmanship
fundamentals or unstabilized gunnery training at the unit level.
Simulated recoil weapons transmit weapon data back to the system
and accept compressed air for the recoil system through a single
umbilical into the weapon along with a data cable. Instructors can
monitor operation of simulated weapon and induce malfunctions
as needed to evaluate trainee skill levels and conduct remedial
training prior to live-fire exercises. 
Crew-served weapons training is provided through the use of the
SMART™ weapons and the Weapons Interface software. SMART™
weapons allow for the mandatory changing of fed rounds and
proper cycling of weapons before bringing weapon back online.
Logic is programmed into the Weapon Interface that ensures
proper reloading or clearing procedures are performed. SMART™
weapons allow trainers to count rounds as well as create specific
malfunctions.
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CREW-SERVED DATA TRANSMITTAL
CAPABILITIES & MALFUNCTIONS
* Fire event
* Feed tray open / closed
* Ammo present / absent
* Jam
* Out of ammunition
* Overheat
* Bolt position
* Runaway
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